A novel methodology for automated differential diagnosis of mild cognitive impairment and the Alzheimer's disease using EEG signals.
EEG signals obtained from Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) and the Alzheimer's disease (AD) patients are visually indistinguishable. A new methodology is presented for differential diagnosis of MCI and the AD through adroit integration of a new signal processing technique, the integrated multiple signal classification and empirical wavelet transform (MUSIC-EWT), different nonlinear features such as fractality dimension (FD) from the chaos theory, and a classification algorithm, the enhanced probabilistic neural network model of Ahmadlou and Adeli using the EEG signals. Three different FD measures are investigated: Box dimension (BD), Higuchi's FD (HFD), and Katz's FD (KFD) along with another measure of the self-similarities of the signals known as the Hurst exponent (HE). The accuracy of the proposed method was verified using the monitored EEG signals from 37 MCI and 37 AD patients. The proposed method is compared with other methodologies presented in the literature recently. It was demonstrated that the proposed method, MUSIC-EWT algorithm combined with nonlinear features BD and HE, and the EPNN classifier can be employed for differential diagnosis of MCI and AD patients with an accuracy of 90.3%.